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INTRODUCTION 
Urbanization and current land management practice have created growing concerns 
about soil quality in our ecosystem. Soil is a crucial natural resource on which all living 
things rely upon heavily. Soil sustainability has been improved through agricultural, 
conservational, and environmental measures. 
The inception of precision agriculture, also variedly known as precision farming or 
site-specific management, aims to improve the management of agricultural land and possibly 
to increase production by understanding and managing variability. Precision agriculture 
incorporates a diverse range of technologies and disciplines, including those that are beyond 
the aspects of soil and the natural sciences. Geographic information system (GIS), global 
positioning system (GPS), remote sensing, and soil survey technique are some examples. In 
order to apply these techniques to land management, however, knowledge of soil and its 
properties is equally important. 
Soil surveys provide information about soil properties and climate of a region. 
Mapping, classification, correlation, and interpretation of soils are components of soil survey. 
The classification system in a soil survey program strives to define soils as relatively closely 
as possible to the apparent characteristics. Recent soil survey maps are digitized on an 
orthophoto quadrangle (DOQ) base, mostly at a scale of 1: 12000 ( 5 .28 inches = 1 mile). The 
accuracy of current soil maps at this scale is debatable and not catered for precision farming 
(Mount, 1999). 
Techniques in ground penetrating radar (GPR) and electromagnetic induction meter 
(EM) have been applied on field studies in Iowa. GPR has proven to be less suitable for 
Iowa soils due to presence of high dielectric constants that influence the properties of the 
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soils (Fenton, 2002b). In one of his papers, Fenton (2002b) noted that electrical conductivity 
(EC) obtained through EM techniques has the most potential in recognizing and quantifying 
soil variability. 
The first part of this study focused on developing a procedure in refining digitized 
soil maps. Data collected during 1996 to 2001 from com and soybean fields in Boone, 
Hardin, and Story Counties in Iowa were used. Approximately 30 of these sites were 
analyzed. Areas on remotely sensed imagery that have differences between photo pattern 
and relief within soil delineation were identified. Differences in areas of soil delineation 
before and after refinements were calculated. EC and yield data were analyzed to determine 
their correlation with soils in the delineations. This technique serves to enhance the accuracy 
of digitized soil maps. 
The latter part of this study involved the use of a zonal management analyst program 
to create management zones. Generally, management zones represent similar areas in the 
field based on quantitative measurements. In this study, EC and yield variables were used 
separately in partitioning each field into two to six zones. Statistical analyses were 
conducted on the data for each zone to examine the variability in EC and yield, and thus soil 
properties, for each site. This hopes to aid future land management practice in recognizing 
EC and yield values as meaningful soil properties denominators and assigning appropriate 
zones to the field with precision. 
The objectives of this study were to: 
i) identify inconsistencies between photo pattern and relief within soil delineation, 
ii) improve soil maps using EC and yield as an evaluation of reliability, 
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iii) calculate differences in areas before and after refinements within soil delineation for 
comparisons, 
iv) create management zones by delineating each site with two to six classes based on EC 
and yield respectively using management analyst program, 
v) analyze the variability of EC and yield in each zone, and 
vi) determine whether EC and/or yield can be used as accurate indicator of soil properties. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Developing techniques for digitized map refinement to cater to land management 
practices requires knowledge of several disciplines. Soil scientists are striving towards better 
implementation of managing land for improved efficiency. In recent years, instead of 
knowing only which fertilizer to apply to a field, interests were leaning towards finding the 
optimal application of chemicals for specific land use purpose. Farmers have been equally 
interested in this aspect for economical and commercial reasons. Precision agriculture has 
become a familiar terminology in agriculture, and is expanding rapidly to other fields of 
studies as well. This study involves knowledge of relationship among soil morphology, 
classification, and genesis, soil and landscape, concept of sustainability, and technologies 
that contribute to precision agriculture. They are reviewed in the following section. 
Concepts of Soils and Soil Survey 
Throughout history, great efforts have been made to describe and classify soil in the 
most fitting approach possible. The concepts of soil have evolved over time. As more 
studies were conducted on soil and knowledge about soil's apparent and genetically related 
properties were understood, the idea of soil and its classification were revised substantially. 
Hans Jenny's (1941) Factors of Soil Formation model recognized the effects of time and 
environmental factors on soil development. The five soil-forming factors are climate, biotic 
factor, topographic effects, parent material, and time. Among the five factors, parent 
material plays a significant part in determining the development on soil. Fields analyzed in 
this study are located on soils developed in till parent material. More about the study area 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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R. W. Simonson and Guy Smith both shared the same view that although soil genesis 
has an important role in soil classification, it cannot be used as a basis alone for classification 
(Simonson, 1959). This is because genetic processes can seldom be quantified. The relative 
importance of each soil-forming factor that contritlutes to the development of each soil class 
was difficult to assess. During the 1950s and 1960s, there were concerns about the inability 
to classify certain soil due to the uncertainties of their genesis. A very thorough discussion 
by Simonson on the historical aspects of soil survey and classification can be found in Soil 
Survey Horizons published in 1987. 
Soil Taxanomy was developed to provide a more objective classification scheme. The 
principles of Soil Taxanomy include classifying soils based on properties that are observable 
or measurable, and that affect soil genesis or are a result from soil genesis. Even though 
genesis does not appear in the definitions of the taxa, it lies behind them (Wilding et al., 
1983). 
There is a strong connection between geomorphology and soil science. 
Geomorphology deals with the study of the earth's surface features such as their 
characteristics, origin, and evolution (Challinor, 1961). It investigates the processes that 
shaped the landscape. Landscape properties are essentially linked to understanding soil 
development. Similarly at present, the study of soil science focuses more on soil forming 
processes than on its properties alone. Soil scientists are interested in studying about soils on 
landscapes and their factors of formation. Soil slope class or slope gradient is part of the 
landscape properties that are being studied. The United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) designated standards for slope classes. Slope classes for soil series are in roman 
alphabets and appended after the soil series number. The most commonly found slope class 
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on the fields studied was class B for Clarion (1388) soils, which meets the criteria of 2-5% 
slope, or also described as gently sloping. Moreover, having the knowledge of stratigraphy, 
which deals with the study of distribution, deposition, and age of sedimentary rocks is an 
advantage in comprehending soil-landscape relationships. The same goes for having the 
knowledge of hydrology. After all, flux, flow pathways and seasonal distribution of water 
are factors that affect soil development too (Daniels and Hammer, 1992). 
Soil classification can be viewed as a subset of soil survey. Soil survey includes 
mapping, classification, correlation, and interpretation of soils. One of the factors that lead to 
a successful soil survey program is to have a classification system that closely defines the 
characteristics of soils. Soil mapping has emphasized the importance to estimate and outline 
soil boundaries with more accuracy. Furthermore, the need to interpret these landscapes has 
led to the understanding that profiles with little or no genetic horizons should also be 
considered soil (Wilding et al., 1983). 
Iowa's first soil survey publication was in 1902 in Dubuque County. Soils were then 
mapped based on their soil types classes. Early soil mapping technique often utilized a plane 
table and alidade. Initial map scales were made at 1 :63360. Soil surveys published between 
1920 and 1930 indicated a significant transition from earlier concepts and emphasized on soil 
profiles and soils as independent bodies. Soil survey techniques with the aid of remote 
sensing began in the early 1930s. Remarkable improvements can be seen in the precision of 
plotting soil boundaries and scale of maps since then. 
Although large maps can be produced in a cost and time effective manner, they do not 
have the detail and accuracy for precision farming. Alternatives were then very much sought 
after by soil scientists to closely differentiate soil series on a landscape. Before delving 
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deeper into technologies related to precision agriculture, the concept that led to its inception 
is briefly presented. 
Sustainability: Growing Concern and Concept 
The advancement in science and technology has allowed agriculture to reap its 
benefits through chemical inputs and mechanization by increasing production. Increasing 
demand for food production is a result of having to meet expectations of growing population. 
Government policies also often favor large agricultural production. However, this has 
brought about negative effects that harm the environment through topsoil depletion and water 
contamination. Moreover, human health may be impaired when living and working 
conditions of farmers are neglected. This destroys the positive economic and social factors 
in rural communities. Many movements and support groups have emerged are working 
towards addressing these environmental, social and economic issues. Thus, the concept of 
agricultural sustainability is introduced. 
The main emphasis of agricultural sustainability is on the interaction of social and 
ecological resources without manipulation or exploitation in order to meet our needs for the 
long term. This means that minimal negative effects on the environment, effective use of soil 
and water resources, preservation of soil fertility, organic farming, prevention of erosion and 
degradation, and conservation of biological diversity are encouraged. 
Furthermore, food systems are often discussed in issues related to sustainable 
agriculture. A system is a unified whole comprising various interrelated and interdependent 
groups starting from local individual farms, to the ecosystem, and to communities affected by 
this farming system. Food systems not only include the production of food but also 
processing, distribution, access, use, and recycling. This approach gives a better view of 
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consequences of agricultural practices on the environment and communities. On top of that, 
it encourages distribution of technical and practical knowledge among researchers and 
scientists from different fields, farmers, workers, retailers, policymakers and others. 
One major challenge to agricultural sustainability is urbanization. Human activities 
often leave significant and irreversible impact on soil properties and landscapes. In order to 
meet the demands of growing population, there is a great need for development of more 
housing and industrialized area. Such development means that more agricultural area will be 
converted for human use. Often times, agriculture and city expansion take place in similar 
areas that are flat with well-drained soil. Expanding urban areas will then consume more 
agricultural land, forcing agriculture to develop in new areas that are not as productive. It is 
thus impossible to cultivate more land, in the hope of increasing crop production without 
relying heavily upon the use of agrochemicals. As Gliessman (1998) points out, " ... the 
growth of cities and industrialization will continue to claim more agricultural land - and 
often the best land, too" (p.12). 
A chart (Figure 1) was generated from statistics obtained from the FAO (2002) 
database. It shows that the amount of arable land in the U.S. has been on a decline from 
1980 to 2000. Clearly, there is a great need in addressing this issue and precision farming is 
crucial in improving management of agricultural land. It is important to ensure a balance 
between urban development and preservation of valuable agricultural land. 
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Figure 1: Chart showing decrease in arable land in the US from 1980 to 2000. 
Urbanization also effects soil quality. Intensive land development of road, housing 
and industrialized area near agricultural land may cause erosion. Soil erosion then results in 
the loss of fertile topsoil. The depletion of topsoil through the loss of soil organic matter and 
deep leaching of nutrients affect soil productivity and therefore stunt crop growth. 
Furthermore, vehicular traffic contaminates agricultural soil with lead, oil and grease has 
become a major erosion problem to Iowa soils. 
Preservation of ecological resources can be achieved through proper management of 
soil. Achieving sustainability is a process that depends on the participants in the food system 
whereby each has a role to play in making contributions that shape an agriculturally 
sustainable system. 
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Precision Agriculture 
One response to achieving a sustainable agricultural system is through the inception 
of precision farming. Precision farming, precision agriculture, and site-specific management 
are some terminologies that define the same purpose. They seek to improve the management 
of agricultural land and possibly to increase production by understanding and managing 
variability. 
One of the issues involved in determining the success of precision farming is soil 
mapping scale and use. Current soil maps were not developed for site-specific management, 
and do not explain yield variability well. This is due to the scale of the maps. Yield monitor 
collects data on a second by second basis. So, maps with a scale of four inches per mile will 
not explain the variability of the data gathered by a yield monitor. Concerns about the 
adequacy of existing soil maps for use in precision farming have been noted (Fenton, 2002c). 
Map units shown on soil maps are indicators of the distribution of various soils on a 
landscape. Similar soils are mapped within the same delineations or polygons. However, the 
composition of map units depends on scale and most delineations contain soils other than 
those identified in the map unit name (Fenton and Lauterbach, 1999). As mentioned 
previously, electrical conductivity (EM) data instead has the most potential in recognizing 
and quantifying soil variability (Fenton, 2002a) and predicting crop yield potentials (Doerge 
T. et al., 1999). Fenton further suggested that study should be conducted on low level aerial 
imagery that may reveal distinctive areas in terms of soil differences and these differences 
should be updated in the database. 
Although one of the greatest concerns in precision farming is related to the accuracy 
of current soil maps, precision farming is not only about mapping. It includes a blend of 
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technologies such as remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), geographic 
information systems (GIS), and variable rate. 
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Global Positioning System (GPS) 
GPS aims to locate positions on the field with accuracy to allow measurements of 
field data to be taken with precision. Recorded GPS data are used in GIS to create necessary 
maps for land use evaluation. 
GIS takes the traditional paper map to a higher more sophisticated level. Maps that 
are digitized now compose of sets of numbers, instead of sketches of lines. A common 
identification number links digitized maps to the database. 
GIS includes mapping of computerized maps, spatial database management systems, 
and spatial statistics where analyses and modeling can be performed. These functions are 
inter-related. While digital mapping provides a means for updating maps, spatial database 
management interprets the sets of mapped data. The most widely used database model in 
GIS is the relational model. This model represents data in a two-dimensional table known as 
a relation (Figure 2). A relation contains information of all entities of a set. Each column in 
the relation associates with one attribute. Each row in the relation is known as a record, or in 
database term, a tuple. Query processor is the portion of the database management system 
that most affects the performance that the user sees (Ullman and Widom, 2002). A user or an 
application program can perform a modification command that changes the contents in the 
database; or query a database to extract relevant information based on certain conditions 
specified. Statistical analysis then is a summarized interpretation of the map for a particular 
attribute. 
Linked by 
common 
attribute 
Obj_ id 
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Figure 2: Example of a relational model database. 
To further understand how information from a map is transformed and stored in a 
GIS, Figure 3 gives an illustration of the basic map features. Traditional paper maps are 
graphical abstractions with inked lines, shadings and symbols to locate features of a 
landscape (Berry, 1999). Different features have different representations. For example, a 
specific location on a field is represented by a point; drainage way by a line; and com and 
soybean field by an area or polygon. On the other hand, a GIS with similar graphical display 
stores the data in either vector or raster formats. Data in vector base is more common, and 
identifies a location by geographical x and y coordinates. A coordinate pair references a 
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single point; several coordinate pairs that connect together make a line; and these pairs of 
lines that form around the border in tum define an area. Raster format data represents the 
map using grid-like cells. Each point has its own column/row entity in a unit cell; a line 
consists of several connected cells; and an area is represented by a group of cells within the 
feature. 
The .. Paper t1ap Uorld"" contains: 
POINT FEATURE 
• ~INE FEATURE 
The .. GIS Hap Uorld .. contains: 
<Vector> 
Coordinate • 
Cell 
<Raster) 
• 
Points are stored 
as individual 
COL .. ROU entries in 
a l'latrix <RASTER> 
or as individual 
X .. Y coordinates 
<VECTOR>. 
<Raster) <Vector) 
• Lines are stored 
as a set of' 
connected cells 
or as a set of' 
l'lathel'latically 
connected X .. Y 
coordinates. 
AREA FEATURE 
<Vector) 
Areas are stored as a 
set of' contiguous cells 
def'ining the interior 
or as a set l'lathel'latically 
connected coordinates 
def'ining the boundary. 
Figure 3: Traditional paper map and modem digitized map representation. 
Adapted from Precision Farming Primer (1999). 
To compare between the two formats, vector base data is more accurate in describing 
land features on a map as each map feature is specifically geo-referenced by a unique pair of 
coordinates. It thus works better for spatial database management processes. Since grid cells 
depict raster data, spatial precision is lost. As Berry (1999) explained, if a river passes 
through an acre grid cell, the whole cell is assumed to contain the stream; the specific 
location of the river, whether it is at the top, center, or bottom of the cell is not known. 
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However, when it comes to understanding the relationship among maps, the raster standard 
provides better consistency in spatial dependency analysis. Standard grid cells assure that 
each map is securely aligned with each other. In vector system, however, analysis of spatial 
dependency is more complex. Since there are numerous unstructured features on each map, 
comparing each feature on each map involves greater effort. 
Maps and Imageries 
Before maps can be overlaid in a GIS, all the data has to be referenced to the earth's 
surface in the same way. Using a standard coordinate system and map projection is crucial. 
Otherwise, it would be impossible to analyze the relationship between the data ifthe maps on 
each layer are misaligned. A latitude and longitude or geographic coordinate system is the 
most common being used. According to Dana (1995), even though map projection attempts 
to portray the surface of the earth on a flat surface, some distortions of distance, scale, and 
area are bound to occur. Choosing the appropriate projection can be tricky. Distortions in 
some of these properties can be minimized but at the expense of maximizing errors in others 
(Dana, 1995). For the purpose of this project, the latitude and longitude coordinate system 
and Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection are used. UTM measurements are 
always in meters. UTM is a defined set of projections that cover the whole world and allows 
countries to share spatial data more easily (Hyam, 2003). Maps in this study are projected to 
UTM Zone 15 (for Iowa). 
Another important element in map projection is the datum. The Earth is not shaped in 
a perfect sphere. In fact, the Earth's shape more closely resembles an ellipsoid, flat at the 
poles and bulging at the Equator. Therefore, standard representation of its shape and offset 
for coordinates are needed to locate the precise location. Datum is a mathematical model that 
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provides a smooth approximation of Earth's surface (Dana, 1995). North American Datum 
1983 (NAD83) is the most current being used. 
A photo image is a representation of a land surface. Imageries are used for analyses 
in identifying differences in soil properties. Seldom do we find a field that is uniform in soil 
texture and structure. When water reaches a field, either through precipitation or irrigation, it 
infiltrates at a variable rate according to the texture, structure of the soil (Rundquist and 
Samson, 1990) and organic matter level. A high infiltration rate in coarse-textured soils 
results in excessive water intake, while finer textured soils with lower infiltration rates 
receive lesser amounts of water. The implication of these variations in infiltration rates is 
that moisture stress could occur from excessive internal drainage and from high surface 
runoff. If the field has received a sufficient amount of water and variations in crop signature 
occur, one of the possible causes for moisture stress may be traced to differences in soil 
texture and structure (Figure 4). 
Figure 4: Differences in soil texture may be indirectly 
observed through variations in crop vigor. The bright red of 
the Colo and Kennebec soil (less permeability) indicates that 
it has a higher water-availability capacity relative to the Cass 
soils that have a less vigor growth (purplish-blue color) 
(Rundquist and Samson, 1990). 
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Such indications of soil features may be of importance, as evidence of erosion, of 
potential landslides, or of variability in crops associated with limiting soil condition. 
Inferences from the tone, texture, pattern and image enable surveyors to visualize the 
landscape and establish features of the terrain likely to be closely correlated with soil 
patterns. This interpretation can then be used for land management decisions. 
Remote Sensing 
The invention of the camera proved to be a stepping-stone to the current remote 
sensing technology. Remote sensing really took off when the Wright brothers developed the 
first airplane in the early 1900s. In short, remote sensing is just a technical term for the 
science of gathering data using a sensor that is not in immediate contact with the object being 
studied. Remote sensing is a process that requires several components. An energy source is 
needed to provide electromagnetic energy that serves as a medium to transmit information 
from the target to the sensor. Remote sensors are instruments such as photographic cameras, 
mechanical scanners, and imaging radar systems. They record the amount of reflected blue, 
green, and red light and input them as series of numbers. Data collected about the earth's 
surface is sent to a receiving antenna at a ground station. At this stage, data is processed to 
make an image, and interpreted. Interpretation, be it visual, digital, or electronical, provides 
useful information about the target area. Finally, remote sensing process concludes when the 
extracted information is applied for our better understanding of the target area being studied 
and solving a particular issue. 
Aerial photographs produced through remote sensing are used as base maps and 
source of soil data for observation on soil properties (Baker, 1977). Aerial photos come in 
various scales. Typically, the smaller the map scale, the wider the coverage of a 
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geographical area. Scale of aerial photographs used in Iowa soil mapping is mostly at 4 
inches to a mile ( 1 : 15 840) while digital orthophoto quads (DOQs) are 5 .28 inches to a mile 
(1: 12000). DOQs are aerial photos where displacement caused by camera orientation and 
terrain has been removed. Digital soil maps and databases that support the maps are usually 
incorporated into the GIS. A GIS allows for interpretations of, in the case of this study, EM 
and yield variability and further analyses of relationships between variability and field 
conditions. 
Electromagnetic Induction Meter (EM) and Yield Monitoring 
Generally, EM data in the Midwest have been measured using either the Geonics EM 
38 or the Veris Technologies sensors that need soil contact. The EM 38 provides depths of 
exploration at l.5m and 0.75m in the vertical and horizontal dipole modes respectively. 
Readings can be taken in stationary or continuous forms. For continuous readings, the sensor 
is attached to GPS unit that is driven along the field transect. 
The basic concept of the electromagnetic induction meter is that it generates an 
alternating primary magnetic field within the soil. This then produces secondary magnetic 
fields that are linearly proportional to the soil's electrical conductivity. The EM instrument 
measures these secondary magnetic fields and therefore the soil's electrical conductivity. 
EM techniques using the Geonics EM 38 have been widely used as a mapping tool by soil 
scientists for field studies in Iowa, and results have shown to be promising (Jaynes, 1996; 
Fenton and Lauterbach, 1999). This technique has also been applied on various aspects of 
studies. Earlier studies using EM indicated its significance in identifying saline soils in 
Australia (Williams and Baker, 1982). In the U.S., investigations on yield mapping (Jaynes 
et al., 1995), deposited sands (Kitchen et al., 1996), and soil salinity (Johnston et al., 1997) 
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have been carried out with the use of EM techniques. 
The point of interest with the use of EM technique is to determine whether EM 
reading can be used as a reliable indicator for a given soil series. In doing so, factors that 
affect the EM readings are considered. According to McNeill (1980), electrical conductivity 
of soils is influenced by amount of soluble salts, mineralogy, soil water content, and 
temperature. Knowing how each of these variables correlates to soil EC, and thus the EM 
values, would be useful. 
Another application related to precision farming is yield monitoring. A survey 
conducted by Khanna (1998) showed that approximately 10 to 13% of farmers in the 
Midwest use yield monitor as a farming application. Moreover, the study reported that the 
high costs of equipment and training were not conducive to the implementation of these 
technologies (Khanna, 1998). However, as increasing numbers of farmers are turning 
towards precision farming practices, the use of yield monitoring is on the rise. Use of yield 
monitoring in the Midwest was reported to be less than 13% but projected to increase 
tremendously in the next couple of years (Doerge, 1999). 
Variability in the field is often observed through yield monitoring. It is hoped that 
yield maps can be used as a tool to monitor the performance of a field, and help in decision-
making purposes. However, there are many sources including non-soil factors that influence 
variability of yield in a field. These factors could affect actual yield measurements. Nutrient 
content in soil is one of the factors affecting crop yields. Crop yield variability is also 
influenced by stored soil water in rain-fed agriculture (Logsdon et. al., 1998). Soil water 
storage was better correlated with yields in drier year compared to years with higher rainfall. 
Runge and Hons (1998) found that distribution of plant available stored soil water had the 
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greatest effect on rain-fed crop yields. Other factors such as management practices that 
cause compaction of soils in fields may influence yield variability as well. Furthermore, 
human error and other factors that may be beyond human control, such as pest concentration 
and weather are some aspects that should be considered. Other findings have attributed yield 
variability in a field to different landscape features. A nearly level summit, footslope, or 
toeslope positions were reported to have better com and soybean yields (Khakural et. al., 
1998). 
Even though the GPS unit may be very accurate, the precision may not hold for yield 
data (Berry, 1999). Causes that may affect yield readings from the monitor are offset of 
antenna, mass flow adjustment (Figure 5), and synchronization of computer clocks or GPS 
latency (Havermale, 1998). Antenna offset can be corrected by fixing the distance from the 
harvesting point to where the antenna is placed. Calculations on mass flow delay can be 
determined under normal conditions but is more complex when there is a change of 
momentum at a bend or downward slope. In the case of a hardware lag, the 1/0 bus on the 
equipments can cause delay in recording and writing data or update on screen display. Also, 
considerations should be stretched towards how accurately the mapping software actually 
maps a field. 
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Figure 5: Mass flow delay affects yield measurements. 
Adapted from Precision Farming Primer, 1999. 
Management Decision Strategy 
Equipped with timely and accurate information and modem technology, precision 
farming is not complete without a sound management decision strategy (Roberson, 2000). 
What makes this final step so difficult is its subjectivity. There are many causes to consider 
since variability is often influenced by more than one controlling factor. 
Yield maps can be treated as visual aids in the decision-making process for a farm. 
Observations from yield patterns supposedly provide some ideas on variability of a field. 
Yield maps are only useful if they can be relied upon to make valuable judgments on farming 
practices. Understanding their sources of variability and knowing how to interpret them from 
a yield map would be beneficial. Lotz (1997) compiled a list of guidelines in visual 
interpretation of yield patterns from a field (Table 1 ). He concluded that yield variability was 
caused by management practices and naturally occurring factors. 
Much of the recent focus on decision-making for land use has been geared towards 
the use of computational technologies. Management zone mapping is a decision support tool 
that allows farmers to divide a field into several zones according to variables specified. 
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Division of a field into zones is generated by computer software. Sampling and decisions are 
then performed on each zone separately. Another approach is with map surfaces. In contrast 
to management zones, map surfaces assumes a field's surface is continuous and divides it 
into large numbers of grids. Each grid represents a small portion of the field. Management 
zone mapping has been known to be cost efficient and involves minimal amount of time 
spent on data collection. This is compensated by the fact that it does not explain field 
variability as well as map surfaces. 
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Table 1: Guide to interpreting or detecting variability within a yield map. 
Visual observations from a yield map can be seen as having uniform or irregular 
patterns (from Lotz, 1997). 
Pattern Description/Explanation 
Producer Management Practices Naturally Occurring Variables 
Straight Line Patterns Irregular Patterns 
Direction of Against Direction Irregular Line Irregular Application of Application Area/Patch 
• change in • drain tile • topography • change in soil 
planting date patterns changes type 
• change in • historically • border shading • drainage 
hybrid/variety different fields effects patterns 
• change in • old traffic • insect 
chemical patterns infestation from • weed 
application bordering lands infestations 
• selected • manure • improper 
rescue applications manure • soil fertility 
treatment applications changes 
• chemical • pipelines/phone • waterways 
skips and lines 
misapplicatio underground 
ns irrigation • previous crop 
applications activity 
• equipment • previous • disease 
errors compaction infestations 
• poor • herbicide 
straw/chaff carryover 
distribution historic 
occurrences 
• compaction • insect 
infestations 
• changes in 
organic matter 
• animal 
damage 
• wet areas 
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STUDY AREA 
Com and soybean fields from three counties in Iowa were chosen for this study. The 
counties are namely Boone, Hardin, and Story (Figure 6). Boone County is situated between 
93°42' west and 42°13' north and Story County lies in between 93°14' west and 42°13' 
north. Hardin County has geographic coordinates between 93°00' west and 42°34' north. 
Soils from these counties were formed in Des Moines Lobe till, dated 12 500 to 14 
000 years old (Prior, 1991), and in the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association area. Till 
consists of a mixture of sand, silt, clay, and rock fragments that was carried and deposited by 
glaciers. The fields and their related crop productions that correspond to each county are 
listed in Table 2. 
Since these fields are located in similar soil association areas, their soil properties 
reflect characteristics of soil-landscape relationships on the Des Moines Lobe. Clarion (fine-
loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludolls), Nicollet (fine-loamy, mixed, 
superactive, mesic, Aquic Hapludolls), and Webster (fine-loamy, mized, superactive, mesic 
Typic Endoaquolls) are primarily found in all the fields that were being studied. Other soils 
that are commonly found include Okoboji (fine, montmorillonitic, mesic, Cumulic 
Endoaquolls), Harps (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic, Typic Calciaquolls), and Canisteo (fine-
loamy, mixed (calcareous), superactive, mesic Typic Endoaquolls). 
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Figure 6: Study area of Boone, Story, and Hardin Counties, Iowa. 
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Table 2: Fields and crop productions in Boone, Hardin, and Story 
Counties. 
County Field 
Boone Iowa State University 
Sorenson farm 
Hardin B40 
Buseman 
Don 
Drake 
Dubois 
Ffltd 
Nessa 
S80 
Samp40 
Sampson 
Vickre 
W80 
Story 180th 
Banks 
Book40 
Book Anderson 
Brau How South 
Cook24 
Cook27 
Cook West 
East 
Fernald 
Fisher 
Home North 
Huhn80 
Milford 
New South 
The55 
The67 
Crop Production 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Com 
Com and soybeans 
Com 
Com and soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Beans 
Beans 
Com and soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Com 
Com and soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Com 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Com 
Com 
Com and soybeans 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Com and soybeans 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
Soybeans 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS (I): 
REFINEMENT OF DIGITIZED SOIL MAPS 
Platform 
Before the bulk of the work could be carried out in developing the procedures for 
map refinements, some inherently intuitive processes were involved. The first step in setting 
up the correct platform was definitely a necessity, of course. An efficient hardware system 
(Pentium® 4 processor 1.6 GHz, 40 GB hard drive) that supports its software system and data 
in terms of speed and storage space was acquired. This study mainly focused on the 
application of GIS Arc View version 3 .2 software developed by ESRI. 
Digital Ortbopboto Quadrangles (DOQ) 
DOQ, aerial photos where displacements caused by camera orientation and terrains 
have been removed, were used. Images on DOQ are at a scale of 5.28 inches to a mile. In 
this study, county digital orthophotos were used as base maps. The locations of every field 
were confirmed so that all the fields are within the coverage of the DOQ. The orthophoto 
that was used for Boone County had a 2 m pixel resolution while those for Hardin and Story 
counties were at 1 m pixel resolution. Difference in pixel resolutions of the imagery 
accounted for differences in detail in the map. Finer resolution generally provided better 
detail to a photo. 
Digitized Soil Maps 
Soil maps of each county in Iowa have been digitized in recent years. Digitized soil 
maps of Boone, Hardin, and Story Counties were obtained from Iowa Geographic Image 
Map Server (Iowa Geographic Image Map Server, 2002). They were mapped based on 
knowledge about soil's apparent and genetically related properties interpreted by surveyors 
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had. It was assumed that interpretations were made from the best knowledge possessed by 
surveyors. 
Remote Sensed Data 
At each site, remote sensed data were collected using a OPS unit receiver that 
included the geographic locations of longitude and latitude. Corrected elevation data were 
required in order to generate contour maps of elevation later on. 
Soil EC was measured using the Geonics® EM 38 on a one-second interval. Each 
transect had a spacing of 10 m. Yield data were collected with the yield monitor on every 
second too. All these data were tabulated into the spatial database. 
All the field data in Hardin and Story counties were gathered during October 2002. 
Field readings from Sorenson farm in Boone County ranged from 1996 to 2001. 
Field data in Hardin, and Story Counties were obtained from the Iowa Soybean 
Association in Des Moines, Iowa, and Iowa Cooperative Soil Survey. EM and yield data 
from Sorenson farm in Boone County were gathered from two sources: Dr. Fenton's 
collection from previous study and GIS Lab in the Agronomy Department, Iowa State 
University. 
Data Sieving 
Information provided in the database for a particular field was either incomplete, 
redundant for this study or needed to be converted into the right format beforehand. 
Basically, corrected elevation, EM, and yield data are necessities for every field. All the raw 
data were sorted through. About 30 of these sites were found to have all the required 
information (i.e. corrected elevation, EM and yield data) that referenced to the correct site 
locations accordingly. 
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The Spatial Analyst extension was installed as add-on to the Arc View software. This 
extension allowed for contour maps to be generated. Contour maps were produced for each 
field with the elevation data. To create contours, output grid extent, which determines the 
display of the contour map, was assigned to be the same as the elevation file. The surface 
interpolation method was set to Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) type. The Z value field is 
where the variable that needed to be generated into a contour map is selected. In this case, 
the variable that represented the corrected elevation element was chosen, since an elevation 
contour map was to be generated. Smaller contour intervals create more contours. Optimum 
contour interval depends on elevation change. Contour lines were usually set to an interval 
of2 m. However, in a few cases where the contour lines appeared to be too wide or narrow, 
the intervals were decreased to 1 m or increased to 5 m respectively, where deemed 
appropriate. Base contours were set to the lowest elevation value of each field. Unless 
otherwise stated, all features in the process of creating a contour map were left as default. 
These contour maps were used in the latter part of the study for overlay. 
For all the fields, the elevation and EM data had different projections. Conversions 
were made for projections on UTM Zone 15 NAD 83 datum. As mentioned previously, 
datum is a mathematical model that provides a smooth approximation of Earth's surface. 
The NAD 83 datum is the most current being used. After the projections were made, each 
file was converted into shapefile in order for the new projections to be saved in a file. 
Refinement Procedures 
DOQ, digitized soil map, and contour map were imported into view in Arc View. 
DOQ was used as base map and the digitized soil map theme was first set to active and on. 
For each of the fields, the geographic coordinates of the field were determined and the field 
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boundary was outlined around the field in a new theme. The new field boundary theme was 
assigned the polygon feature type. Map unit symbols for all soil delineations in a field were 
confirmed with the database, and labeled on the digitized soil map. The contour map was 
then overlaid on the top layer. Next, visual interpretation involved identifying areas on the 
map that were different in terms of photo pattern and contour lines. Visual interpretations 
tend to be subjective and may vary for different eyesights. This step required the most 
attention and only differences that were notable enough were highlighted. A separate theme 
for refined soils was incorporated, with its feature type set to polygon. Delineations were 
then made on such areas in the new theme and different color scheme from its original map. 
Each of the improved area was labeled with new identification, with a roman number 
appended to its original map unit symbol for reference. Once the delineating process was 
completed, the refined soil map database was created and updated. Fields were added to the 
database with information related to the new objects. The database was populated with 
details on reference identification, map unit symbol, soil name, and area of each newly 
created object. 
The EM and yield for com and soybean data were then brought into view with 
graduated color legend type. The natural breaks classification type was chosen and ten 
numbers of classes was used. The EM data were initially overlaid with the original and 
refined soil maps. This enabled comparisons with the soil map units and of whether any 
relation between them was present. The same process was repeated for yield data. 
Areas in the refined soil delineation were calculated. Differences of those areas with 
their original were computed and entered onto a spreadsheet. 
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The above are techniques in enhancing digitized soil maps using GIS and remotely 
sensed data. Figure 7 summarizes the steps involved. 
Figure 7: Framework of map refinement methodology. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS (II): 
EVALUATION FOR ZONAL MANAGEMENT 
Zone Delineation 
EM and yield measurements that were used in the earlier part of this study were 
revisited to create management zones using an analyst program. The Management Zone 
Analyst (MZA) software was used to separate each field into smaller units or zones that are 
assumed to be more uniform. MZA version 1.0.1 was developed by Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) and University of Missouri-Columbia. The division was based on any zone 
and classification parameter that was entered. In this case, a range of two to a maximum of 
six zones, and the EM and yield variables separately, were used. MZA reads source files that 
are in data (dat) and text (txt) files format best. Since all information were saved in database 
(db/) format, the files had to be converted first. The database file was accessed in Arc View 
and exported into txt format. Once the input text file was imported into MZA, classification 
variable for EM was selected. The Euclidean measure of similarity was used by default. A 
larger number of zones would result in a relatively longer execution time for the program. 
When the classify command was entered, a prompt appeared, requiring the destination for the 
output file to be specified. Through experience, the output file was best saved as text file 
type although the default was set to data file. This allowed better usability when importing 
into the mapping software later on. Once the program terminated, it output a file with the 
numbers of recommended zones appended at the end of the original source data. The above 
was repeated for field partitions based on yield variable. 
Since MZA is not a software for mapping, it does not automatically display its result 
in a map showing the partitioned field. Therefore, the output file had to be retrieved in 
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another program that allows for mapping of the field. At this point, two alternatives were 
tried. One was by using the Arc View, and another was with the Surfer version 8.00 software. 
Zone Mapping 
As mentioned in the previous section, text file type provides better convenience when 
working with the mapping software than data file. Surfer recognizes both dat and txt files. 
Text file can be added into Arc View table, but not data (dat) file type. However, having the 
information in data file does not mean that Arc View cannot be utilized to generate necessary 
maps. All that is needed beforehand is to convert the dat file to a txt file, in a program that 
reads it (Surfer and Microsoft Excel are examples). 
To generate the zonal map using Arc View, the file containing information on zone 
numbers was added to the table. A new view was opened and Add Event Theme was 
selected. X field was set to longitude and Y field was set to latitude of the field. The legend 
was set to graduated color. Classification field was assigned accordingly to each zone 
number. 
To map using Surfer, information about division on zone numbers that was generated 
from MZA was used to create separate database for each zone. Surfer assumes that the first 
column read from a file is longitude and the second column is latitude of a geo-referenced 
area. The third column then is the factor variable to be mapped. Database for each of the 
zone was created with the columns in that order. Classed post map was used to differentiate 
the segments on a field. 
Statistics regarding EM on each zone's values were obtained and compared for signs 
of variability pattern in EM. The computation was repeated on yield. Both Arc View and 
Surfer perform statistical analysis on a particular field's values in a table. Surfer offers more 
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options though, which computes among others, coefficient of variation, percent confidence 
interval for mean, standard error, and percent quantile, if selected. However, the query 
command available in Arc View is a powerful tool in getting relevant information to be 
analyzed. A query basically uses simple logic and returns a set of object records based on 
parameters and conditions set forth by users. So users have the ability to select which 
records and values to analyze, based on a field attribute. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ( I ): 
REFINEMENT OF DIGITIZED SOIL MAPS 
Field Boundary and Soil Map Units 
Field boundary theme was the most basic result created from Arc View once the 
location of the field was determined. The field boundary theme was overlaid on top of the 
digitized soil map. Figures 8 and 9 show the boundaries of all com and soybean fields in 
Hardin and Story counties. Only one field was analyzed from Boone County. Figure 10 is a 
field boundary of Sorenson farm in Boone County, with the map unit symbols labeled on the 
digitized soil map. 
[J Nessa Field Boundary 
Samp40 Field Boundary 
[J WBO Field Boundary 
Vickre Field Boundary 
[J Sampson Field Boundary 
Cl SBO Field Boundary 
Ffltd Field Boundary 
[J Dubois Field Boundary 
Drake Field Boundary 
Don Field Boundary 
CJ Buseman Field Boundary 
Cl B40 Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Figure 8: Boundaries of com and soybean fields in Hardin County, Iowa. 
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Book40 Q- Brau How South 
Book40 Field Boundary 
a Fisher Field Bounda!'Y 
c Huhn80 Field Boundary o The67 Field Boundary 
c The55 Field Boundary 
c New South Field Boundary 
Milford Field Boundary 
c Home North Field Boundary 
a Fernald Field Boundary 
c East Field Boundary 
c Cook27 Field Boun aary 
c Cook24 Field Boundary 
c Cook West Field Boundary 
c Brau How South Field Boundary 
a Book Anderson Field Boundary 
c Banks Field Boundary 
a 180 Field Boundary 
SoH Delineation 
Figure 9: Boundaries of com and soybean fields in Story County, Iowa. 
Figure 10: Sorenson farm in Boone County, Iowa. 
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Observations from overlay of labeled soil map and DOQ are discussed in this section. 
Lower wetter surfaces, such as in depressions, appear darker on the photo image compared to 
higher surfaces. Typically, lighter areas have lower organic matter content than darker areas 
too. Photo image on W80 confirmed that Okoboji (soil map units 6 and 90) were visibly 
darker than other soils on the photo (Figure 11 ). Okoboji soils have characteristics of a very 
poor drainage class, and thus are located in the depressions. Soil map unit 506 of W acousta 
shared the same drainage class as Okoboji, and therefore has dark image tone too. Similarly 
in Nessa field, regions that appeared significantly darker were mapped to the Okoboji soils 
(Figure 12). Soil map unit 956 belongs to Okoboji-Harps complex. Since it has a very poor 
drainage, results showed that it was mapped around a dimmer section. 
D Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Figure 11: Labeled soil map and DOQ overlay of W80 field in Hardin County, Iowa. 
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D Soil Delineations 
D Field Boundary 
Figure 12: Labeled soil map and DOQ overlay of Nessa field in Hardin County, Iowa. 
Clarion (138B) was found to have the widest coverage in terms of its area for all the 
fields in three counties. This was in accordance with the fact that Hardin, Story, and Boone 
Counties have large areas of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association. 
Contour Map and Image Overlay 
With the DOQ as base map, the topographic map and image overlay of the fields are 
represented in some examples in Figures 13 through 15 for W80, Buseman, and Book 
Anderson fields. The 2 m contour interval was found to be most suitable for majority of the 
fields. Contour lines at that interval allowed better representation of relief in the field for 
comparison with the photo image. The next stage that involved visual interpretation 
produced varying results across each field. 
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N Contour Lines 
D Field Boundary 
~ Soil Delineations 
Figure 13: Contour map and image overlay of W80 field, Hardin County, Iowa. 
D Soll Delineation 
Contotr Lines 
Field Bomdary 
Figure 14: Topographic contour map and image overlay of Buseman field, Hardin 
County, Iowa. 
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Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
N Contour Lines 
Figure 15: Contour map and image overlay of Book Anderson field, Story County, 
Iowa. 
Visual Interpretations and Refined Delineations 
Interpreting the maps overlay and refining the soil delineations required thorough 
observation. The process of visual interpretation found that Clarion soils most frequently had 
differences between photo pattern and contour lines. This was especially so for com and 
soybean fields in Story County. Almost all the fields in Story County had Clarion soil 
delineations refined; with the exception of l 80th field, which had inconsistencies in Webster 
soil only. Several fields in that county had inconsistencies of photo pattern and contour lines 
in Clarion soils alone. This included fields such as Banks, Brau How South, East, Home 
North, New South and The55. The remaining fields had inconsistencies in Clarion as well as 
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other types of soils. Book Anderson showed the highest variety of soils that were refined for 
Story County fields, consisting of Clarion, Nicollet, and Okoboji (Figure 16). 
Refined Delineations 
Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineations 
N Contour Lines 
Figure 16: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in Book 
Anderson field, Story County, Iowa. 
Moving on to Hardin County, Buseman had the most kinds of soils that were refined, 
which comprise of Clarion, Harps, Nicollet, Wacousta, and Webster-Nicollet (Figure 17). 
Almost all of the fields in Hardin had their differences in combinations of Clarion and other 
soils. One of the fields, Don, was found to have dissimilarities only in Clarion soils (soil 
map units 138B and 138C2) (Figure 18). In B40 (Figure 19) field, none of the Clarion soils 
were found to have any digression from its image and contours. Nonetheless, Clarion still 
topped the overall list of soils that needed to be refined. Often times, more than one spot of 
Clarion soils were refined in each field. Perhaps with the abundance of Clarion soils that are 
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present in these counties, the probability of finding a Clarion soil that had discrepancy 
between the image and contour was higher. 
D Refined Delineations 
D Soil Delineations 
Contour Lines 
Field Boundary 
Figure 17: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in Buseman 
field, Hardin County, Iowa. 
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D Refined Delineations 
Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineations 
Contour Lines 
Figure 18: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in Don field, 
Hardin County, Iowa. 
Refined Delineation 
D Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
f Contour Lines 
Figure 19: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in B40 field, 
Hardin County, Iowa. 
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Next to Clarion, image on Okoboj i soils was often found to vary from the contour 
lines. Most of the Okoboji delineations that needed to be improved were found in Hardin 
County fields. An example is shown in Figure 20 from W80 field. Book Anderson is the 
only field from Story that had its Okoboji soil delineation refined. 
From the visual interpretations, additional soils that were improved included Nicollet, 
Harps, Webster, and Wacousta. Some complexes in Hardin County such as Clarion-Storden 
in Drake, Okoboji-Harps in Ffltd and Nessa, and Webster-Nicollet in Buseman were included 
too. The amount of such soils requiring improvement on their delineations was minimal. 
For each field, there generally were more delineations that were refined in Hardin 
compared to those in Story County. Drake for instance, had twelve different spots that had 
been identified with variations in photo pattern and relief, and thus were refined (Figure 21 ). 
Refined Delineations 
0 Field Boundary 
CJ Soil Delineations 
;\/Contour Lines 
Figure 20: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in W80 field, 
Hardin County, Iowa. 
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Field Boundary 
O Refined Delineations 
Soil Delineations 
Contour Lines 
Figure 21: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in Drake field, 
Hardin County, Iowa. 
Ffltd and Sampson each had nine soil delineations that were improved. The67 field had the 
highest number of map units that were refined in Story County. Five locations were noted 
(Figure 22). 
It was also commonly observed in most fields, when soil delineation for a particular 
map unit was changed, other locations of the same map unit most likely had the delineations 
refined as well. This trend continued across the counties. 
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Soil Delineations 
D Refined Delineations 
Field Boundary 
N Contour Lines 
Figure 22: Refinement on areas with differences in photo pattern and relief in The67 field, 
Story County, Iowa. 
EM 
The unit of EM measurements is in milliSiemens per meter (mS/meter). Results 
indicated that better correlation exists between EM and soils in refined delineation than in 
original delineation. It was discovered that soils with the same map unit generally share EM 
values of similar range in each field. Comparisons of EM readings were solely for individual 
field, rather than among all the fields. This was because EM readings on all the farms were 
taken over a period of time instead of on the same day. Varying daily soil temperature, 
moisture, and other factors would have an effect on the readings to a certain degree. 
Moreover, comparing EM values that span across three counties would subject it to 
influences by soil landscape differences and spatial variability. 
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EM results from Sampson farm (Figure 23) have relevance and will be discussed in 
this section. During the cropping year in 2002, Sampson farm grows beans on the west part 
and com on its east. The dashed lines partition the in-field boundary between the bean and 
Figure 23: EM readings in Sampson field, Hardin County, Iowa. 
/'\/ In-Field Boundary 
D Refined Delineation 
CJ Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
EM Values 
-986 - -273 
-272 - -202 
• -201--145 
• -144 - -97 
• -96 - -26 
-25 - 62 
• 63 - 136 
• 137 - 207 
• 208 - 337 
• 338- 946 
com fields. The EM readings from Sampson are example where irregularities in EM 
readings for a particular soil exist when taken on different days. Such is a case for Clarion 
(138B) soils in Sampson farm, even though the Clarion soils are located in the vicinity of 
each other. EM for bean field was gathered on May 31 , 2002 while com field ' s was 
collected on April 10, 2002. From the layout, drawings of improved Clarion soils marked by 
138Bi, 138Bii, and 138Biii all share similar EM ranges in the bean field. The same goes for 
refined Clarion soils identified by 138Biv, 138Bv, and 138Bvi in the com field, which have 
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EM records from similar range. However, when Clarion soils from both sections of the field 
were compared, the two ranges differed significantly. Another reason that affected the 
dissimilarities in EM from both sectors of the field could be due to separate types of crop 
cultivations that were adopted. Cultivation on com and bean each require varying levels of 
nutrients and soil moisture content. 
Another example from Sorenson farm, Boone County, compared EM data that were 
recorded from two different years. EM data from 1996 and 2000 had slight variances but the 
ranges remained in close proximity. Figures 24 and 25 are zoomed-in layout of East 
Sorenson Farm, where the refined delineations are situated, with EM from 1996 and 2000 
respectively. Recordings from 1996 overall had higher readings. Comparing the results for 
1996 and 2000, it was found that the refined soil map correlated equally well with EM from 
both years for refinement made on 138Bi. However, the refined delineations on 55i and 55ii 
had some slight inclusions of contrasting EM ranges around the upper sections. Results from 
1996 indicated a lower EM range while 2000 yielded a higher range. This could be reasoned 
by the fact that the readings were collected from separate years. Further studies on whether 
the methods the EM were collected, by driving along the vertical transect versus horizontal 
transect, would have any impact on the values is a suggestion for future observations. 
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CJ Refined Delineation 
CJ Field Boundary 
CJ Soil Delineation 
EM Values 
10.B - 20.3 
20.3 - 25 
• 25 - 29.9 
• 29.9 - 35.3 
• 35.3 -40.4 
• 40.4 - 45.4 
• 45.4 - 50.5 
• 50.5- 55.5 
• 55.5 - 62.7 
• 62.7 - 91.3 
Figure 24: EM readings from 1996 in East Sorenson farm, Boone County, Iowa. 
D Refined Delineation 
D Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
EM Values 
9 - 22.1 
22.1 - 25.6 
• 25.6 - 29.3 
• 29.3 - 33.8 
• 33.8 -38.8 
• 38.8 -43.8 
• 43.8-48.6 
• 48.6-53.6 
• 53.6-59.2 
• 59.2 - 67.6 
Figure 25: EM readings from 2000 in East Sorenson farm, Boone County, Iowa. 
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Ten arbitrary classes in EM ranges seemed to fit well in contrasting the values within 
the field. Usually, poorly drained soils have higher EM values. However, it was noted that 
the EM data from Hardin and Story counties, except for Sorenson farm in Boone, had values 
in the negative ranges. Contrary to the usual belief, soils that were poorly drained tend to be, 
in this case, more negative than soils that were better drained. Negative values that were 
obtained on the EM probably was due to the way those readings were taken. Conditions in 
the fields had to be taken into consideration as factors that may affect EM readings. Soil clay 
content and mineralogy, soluble salts, temperature, and water content have influence on 
soil's electrical conductivity (McN eill, 1980 ). Further observations on the methods that were 
used in measuring the EM data from these fields are important. 
Figures 26 to 29 are some illustrations of EM and refined map overlay results from 
Hardin and Story counties. Each of the displays shares a common trend, with identical map 
units having similar EM ranges. 
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Figure 26: EM readings in W80 Field, Hardin County, Iowa. 
Figure 27: EM readings in Ffltd field, Hardin County, Iowa. 
Refined Delineation 
L Soil Delineation 
0 Field Boundary 
EM Values 
-528- -232 
-231 - -98 
-97 - -36 
• -35- 10 
• 11 - 51 
• 52-95 
• 96 - 142 
• 143- 187 
• 188- 228 
• 229- 318 
c::J Refined Delineation 
C=1 Soil Delineation 
c:J Field Boundary 
EM Values 
• -372- -154 
• -153--92 
• -91 - -41 
• -40 - 4 
5- 46 
47 - 91 
• 92-140 
• 141 -187 
• 188-233 
• 234 - 332 
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Figure 28: EM readings in The67 field, Story County, Iowa. 
Soil Delineation 
CJ Refined Delineation 
Field Boundary 
EM Values 
• -112 - -94 
• -94 - -81 
• -81 - -74 
• -74 - -66 
• -66 - -58 
• -58 - -50 
• -50 - -42 
• -42 - -34 
• -34--27 
• -27 - -1 
CJ Refined Delineation 
c:J Field Boundary 
CJ Soil Delineation 
EM Values 
-118 - -104 
-104 - -92 
-92 - -78 
-78 - -66 
• -66 - -58 
• -58 - -50 
• -50 - -44 
-44 - -39 
-39 - -32 
-32 - 34 
Figure 29: EM readings in New South field, Story County, Iowa. 
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Yield 
Note that the unit of measurements for yield is relative. Yield data from all fields and 
their corresponding refined soil map had inconsistent results. From the observations of the 
maps overlay, there generally was no resemblance of significant relationship with the soils 
(Figures 30 through 33). Equivalent soil map units did not share yield values of the same 
range. However, there were a few cases with observations that are worth noting. 
Figure 30: Yield in W80, Hardin County, Iowa. 
Refined Delineation 
CJ Soil Delineation 
D Field Boundary 
Corn Yield Mass 
647.173 - 5389.737 
5389.737 - 8051.289 
8051.289 - 9210.147 
• 9210 .147 - 9996.4 
• 9996.4 - 10676.335 
• 10676.335 - 11321.474 
• 11321.474 - 11970.279 
• 11970.279 - 12708.398 
• 12708.398 - 13831.359 
• 13831.359 - 22331.656 
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Figure 31: Yield in Don, Hardin County, Iowa. 
Figure 32: Yield in The67, Story County, Iowa. 
•·'' "" '' ___J' D Refined Delineation 
Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Corn Yield Mass 
599.29 - 5635.611 
5635.611 - 8103.319 
8103.319- 9747.317 
9747.317 - 10784.045 
• 10784.045 - 11607.013 
• 11607.013- 12362.405 
• 12362.405 - 13140.042 
• 13140.042 - 14135.377 
• 14135.377 - 16423.472 
• 16423.472 - 21582.695 
Soil Delineation 
Refined Delineation 
Field Boundary 
Bean Yield Mass 
303.349 -1237.876 
1237.876- 1978.118 
1978.118 - 2499.701 
2499.701 - 2882.305 
• 2882.305 - 3148.833 
• 3148.833 - 3360.452 
• 3360 .452 - 3604.085 
3604.085 - 4482 .723 
4482.723 - 6563.71 
6563.71 - 9290.007 
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Figure 33: Yield in East Sorenson, Boone County, Iowa. 
D Refined Delineation 
D Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Bean Yield 
3.6 - 23.1 
23.1 - 35.5 
35.5 - 48 
• 48- 75 
• 75- 106 
• 106 - 122.6 
• 122.6- 135.8 
• 135.8 - 147.9 
• 147.9 - 161.2 
• 161.2 - 204.2 
Within a field, when yield was checked against all the same soil map units, the yield 
values showed results with inconsistent variability patterns. For example, in West Sampson 
field (Figure 34), areas marked by 138Bi, 138Bii, and 138Biii all have different yield 
patterns, even though all of them are Clarion soils. Similarly in the East field where com is 
cultivated, yield for Clarion soils varied. 138Bv located closest to the drainage way showed 
lower yield values than other Clarion soils that were further away from the drainage. Areas 
closer to drainage way often have higher soil moisture content, could influence the soil 
properties and thus crop yield. And on rare occasion, even Okoboji (map unit 6) with a very 
poor drainage class yielded higher returns than the well drained Clarion soils. Weather 
conditions for that year could be a factor that affected the higher yield returns. From the map 
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layout, only two Okoboji soils were mapped in East Sampson. The Okoboji delineation that 
was not refined and located at the top sector of the field yielded higher returns than 13 8Bv. 
Figure 34: Yield in Sampson, Hardin County, Iowa. 
'v• ln-field Boundary D Refined Delineation 
CJ Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Bean Yield Mass 
• 322.192 - 2081.342 
• 2081 .342 - 2691 .279 
• 2691.279- 3156.385 
3156.385 - 3558.695 
3558.695 - 3922.113 
3922.113 - 4298.413 
4298.413 - 4820.166 
• 4820.166 - 5957 .567 
• 5957.567 - 7859.738 
• 7859.738 - 11751.52 
Corn Yield Mass 
• 613.755-4309.72 
• 4309.72 - 6466.377 
• 6466.377 - 7737.966 
• 7737.966- 8689.089 
8689.089- 9470.59 
9470.59- 10169.409 
10169.409- 10857.65 
• 10857.65- 11603.946 
• 11603.946 - 12560.583 
• 12560.583 - 21609.526 
In Book Anderson, bean yield from Okoboji (6i) was lower than the better drained 
Clarion and Nicollet soils (Figure 35). Yield data had better correlation with the soils in this 
field as observed through visual interpretation. 
Further studies need to be conducted on factors that influence yield. Yield is not 
affected by soil properties alone. Most of the yield results that were compared with soil map 
units showed varying values, with the exception from certain fields. Still, those results with 
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better correlation were minimal and did not prove to be meaningful enough to represent the 
entire soil landscape systems. Until then, yield alone cannot be used as a reliable indicator in 
differentiating soils in the fields, as other influencing factors should be taken into account 
too. 
Figure 35: Yield in Book Anderson, Story County, Iowa. 
Area Estimation 
Refined Delineation 
Field Boundary 
D Soil Delineation 
Bean Yield Mass 
301 .12- 1273.069 
1273.069 - 1902.025 
1902.025 - 2380.04 
• 2380.04 - 2790.897 
2790.897 - 3107.814 
• 3107.814 - 3367.635 
• 3367.635 - 3636.806 
• 3636.806 - 4217 .558 
• 4217.558 - 5662.63 
• 5662.63 - 7768.626 
Area estimations were calculated based on the closest approximation possible. A 
slight change in even one pixel on the delineation could result in a measurable change in its 
acreage. It is however, important to note that estimations were made to compare the trend of 
change in area, and not to calculate the absolute value. Areas that were calculated are 
relative to each other. 
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If an area of soil delineation extends out of the field boundary, the original area was 
recalculated, based on the soil delineation that is within the boundary of the field. After all, 
soils beyond the field boundary were not analyzed and interpreted accordingly and should 
not be included in the estimations. 
Comparisons between the areas before and after refinement on the maps indicate a 
similar trend. In each field, it was usual to see a positive change between areas before and 
after refinement. Original delineations tend to be larger than its improved areas. This was 
observed through all the counties, except in B40 field alone, located at Hardin. 
Improvements on Okoboji soils (6iii and 90i) each increased the area. However, the results 
still proved that original delineated soil areas were often mapped larger than its improved 
delineations in the fields. 
The percentage increase and decrease was calculated too. This allowed comparisons 
between delineations on both maps. If the percentage difference was within:$ 33.3%, 
delineations from original and improved maps were somewhat similar. Otherwise, the soil 
boundaries were considerably different. Out of all the delineations that were enhanced, less 
than 12.5% were within the:$ 33.3% category. 
Tables 3 through 32 are results of area estimation for each field. 
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Table 3: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Okoboji soils in B40 farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Okoboji 
6i 6ii 6iii 90i 
Original 4574.9 3944.6 1439.4 3573.9 
Refined 3053.6 2561.4 4117.3 7995.9 
Difference 1521.3 1383.2 -2677.9 -4422.0 
Percent Decrease (%) 33.3 35.1 -186.0* -123.7* 
* - Percent Increase 
Table 4: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map for 
Wacousta, Harps, Webster-Nicollet, and Nicollet soils in Buseman farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Wacousta Harps Webster-Nicollet 
506i 95i 329i 
Original 16419.9 9545.3 18077.0 
Refined 6791.9 3020.5 3005.6 
Difference 9628.0 6524.8 15071.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 58.6 68.4 83.4 
Table 5: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soils located at Buseman farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Clarion Clarion 
138C2i 138Bi 138Bii 
Original 14963.8 22101.5 7030.0 
Refined 7623.7 6236.7 2546.5 
Difference 7340.1 15864.8 4483.5 
Percent Decrease (%) 49.1 71.8 63.8 
Nicollet 
55i 
9301.1 
5204.4 
4096.7 
44.0 
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Table 6: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion soils located at Don farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138C2i 138C2ii 
Original 6507.3 9138.9 13111.8 6236.2 
Refined 2847.4 3602.5 5096.2 4214.8 
Difference 3659.9 5536.4 8015.6 2021.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 56.2 60.6 61.1 32.4 
Table 7: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map for Clarion soils in Drake farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138Biv 138Bv 138Bvi 138Bvii 
Original 18284.5 5711.2 8414.4 10063.2 7189.7 6093.3 6751.6 
Refined 2769.3 2386.7 5322.0 2539.3 4443.8 3129.9 1337.1 
Difference 15515.2 3324.5 3092.4 7523.9 2745.9 2963.4 5414.5 
Percent Decrease (%) 84.9 58.2 36.8 74.8 38.2 48.6 80.2 
Table 8: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map for Okoboji and Clarion-
Storden soils located at Drake farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Okoboji Clarion-Storden Loam 
6i 6ii 6iii 638C2i 
Original 4570.8 8162.3 6926.6 6775.3 
Refined 2369.4 5283.9 3586.4 2512.5 
Difference 2201.4 2878.4 3340.2 4262.8 
Percent Decrease (%) 48.2 35.3 48.2 63.0 
138Bviii 
6749.3 
1688.6 
5060.7 
75.0 
O'\ 
0 
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Table 9: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Okoboji soils located at Dubois farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Okoboji 
6i 6ii 6iii 6iv 
Original 7617.9 8633.3 3679.5 2585.1 
Refined 4756.5 4324.7 1074.5 1445.8 
Difference 2861.4 4308.6 2605.0 1139.3 
Percent Decrease (%) 37.6 49.9 70.8 44.1 
Table 10: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion soils located at Dubois farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138C2i 
Original 16234.6 20333.6 8088.6 16611.1 
Refined 5722.1 10115.2 3861.7 9746.9 
Difference 10512.5 10218.4 4226.9 6864.2 
Percent Decrease (%) 64.8 50.3 52.3 41.3 
Table 11: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion, Okoboji, and Okoboji-Harps Complex soils in Ffltd farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Okoboji Okoboji-Harps 
138C2i 138C2ii 6i 956i 
Original 11356.2 6970.7 3813.1 154530.5 
Refined 5304.7 3620.1 2688.6 23637.4 
Difference 6051.6 3350.6 1124.5 130893.1 
Percent Decrease (%) 53.3 48.1 29.5 84.7 
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Table 12: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion soils located at Ffltd farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138Biv 138Bv 
Original 13943.3 6548.4 14608.6 10694.7 7710.1 
Refined 4387.4 1961.6 7433.4 3003.8 2448.9 
Difference 9555.9 4586.8 7175.2 7690.9 5261.2 
Percent Decrease (%) 68.5 70.0 49.1 71.9 68.2 
Table 13: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soils located at Nessa farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138C2i 138Bi 138Bii 
Original 6290.2 5129.5 5605.7 
Refined 2517.9 3066.8 1734.2 
Difference 3772.3 2062.7 3871.5 
Percent Decrease (%) 60.0 40.2 69.1 
Table 14: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Okoboji and Okoboji-Harps complex soils located at Nessa farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Okoboji 
6i 90i 
8812.4 8566.1 
5224.l 
3588.3 
40.7 
5979.4 
2586.7 
30.2 
Okoboji-Harps 
956i 
24191.1 
8593.7 
15597.4 
64.5 
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Table 15: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Okoboji and Clarion soils located at S80 farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Okoboji Nicollet 
6i 138Bi 138Bii 
Original 10195.2 18839.2 5189.2 
Refined 6599.0 11686.1 2335.4 
Difference 3596.2 7153.1 2853.8 
Percent Decrease (%) 35.3 38.0 55.0 
Table 16: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion, Okoboji, and Nicollet soils located at Sampson farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Okoboji Nicollet 
138C2i 6i 55i 
Original 7836.9 3586.6 10789.6 
Refined 3486.2 1898.3 3763.2 
Difference 4350.7 1688.3 7026.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 55.5 47.1 65.1 
Table 17: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion soils located at Sampson farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138Biv 138Bv 
Original 30312.9 14181.7 13151.9 13012.6 7268.6 
Refined 16422.7 3411.0 5993.3 5544.1 2066.2 
Difference 13890.2 10770.7 7158.6 7468.5 5202.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 45.8 76.0 54.4 57.4 71.6 
138Bvi 
10768.0 
3721.7 
7046.3 
65.4 
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Table 18: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Okoboji and Nicollet soils in W80 farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Okoboji 
6i 6ii 6iii 
Original 7426.9 7540.5 5557.1 
Refined 1721.1 5803.7 3921.1 
Difference 5705.8 1736.8 1636.0 
Percent Decrease (%) 76.8 23.0 29.4 
Table 19: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Webster soil in 180 farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Webster 
107i 
11264.0 
5585.5 
5678.5 
50.4 
Table 20: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soil located at Banks farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Clarion 
138Bi 
8912.8 
3724.2 
5188.6 
58.2 
Nicollet 
55i 
5803.3 
3167.8 
2635.5 
45.4 
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Table 21: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil 
map for Clarion and Okoboji soils located at Book Anderson 
farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Nicollet Okoboji 
138Bi 138C2i 55i 6i 
Original 3623.7 15238.9 16266.8 1843.6 
Refined 1523.5 10244.9 7156.8 1268.2 
Difference 2100.2 4994.0 9110.0 575.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 58.0 32.8 56.0 31.2 
Table 22: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soil located at Brau How South farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Clarion 
138Bi 
44551.6 
22977.8 
21573.8 
48.4 
Table 23: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion and Webster soils located at Cook West farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138Biv 138Bv 107i 
Original 30084.9 6863.6 8118.8 13813.9 29712.2 52171.9 
Refined 21033.7 2567.3 3399.5 6872.7 14748.5 19487.9 
Difference 9051.2 4296.3 4719.3 6941.2 14963.8 32684.0 
Percent Decrease(%) 30.1 62.6 58.1 50.2 50.4 62.6 
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Table 24: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Harps and Clarion soils in Cook24 farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Harps Clarion 
95i 138Bi 
4562.2 9749.1 
2745.8 5872.3 
1816.4 3876.8 
39.8 39.8 
Table 25: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soil located at Cook27 farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Clarion 
138Bi 
7039.2 
5390.7 
1648.5 
23.4 
Table 26: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil 
map for Clarion soils located at East farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138C2i 
Original 21114.3 11966.3 12670.6 
Refined 11797.9 6337.9 7235.2 
Difference 9316.4 5628.4 5435.4 
Percent Decrease (%) 44.1 47.0 42.9 
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Table 27: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil 
map for Clarion and Nicollet soils located at F emald farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Nicollet 
138Bi 138Bii 138C2i 
Original 10795.2 143437.0 13450.5 
Refined 7093.1 28824.4 6454.9 
Difference 3702.1 114612.6 6995.6 
Percent Decrease (%) 34.3 80.0 52.0 
Table 28: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soils located at Home North farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 
Original 5007.5 5859.3 15481.0 
Refined 3603.9 2641.0 8857.1 
Difference 1403.6 3218.3 6623.9 
Percent Decrease (%) 28.0 55.0 42.8 
Table 29: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soils located at Milford farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 
54 731. l 26992.0 
41472.2 
13258.9 
24.2 
5374.3 
21617.7 
80.1 
55i 
3942.0 
2018.4 
1923.6 
48.8 
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Table 30: Delineated area in original and refined digitized 
soil map for Clarion soils located at New South farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 
Original 18618.7 14037.0 9940.5 
Refined 8913.5 9188.0 6220.2 
Difference 9705.2 4849.0 3720.3 
Percent Decrease (%) 52.1 34.5 37.4 
Table 31: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil 
map for Clarion soils located at The55 farm. 
Digitized Soil Map 
Original 
Refined 
Difference 
Percent Decrease (%) 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Clarion 
138Bi 
7319.8 
4968.8 
2351.0 
32.1 
138Bii 138Biii 
6873.4 9281.6 
3533.4 3774.3 
3340.0 5507.3 
48.6 59.3 
138Biv 
14359.8 
5812.3 
8547.5 
59.5 
Table 32: Delineated area in original and refined digitized soil map 
for Clarion and Nicollet soils located at The67 farm. 
Delineated Area (sq m) 
Digitized Soil Map Clarion Nicollet 
138Bi 138Bii 138Biii 138Biv 55i 
Original 11908.7 10291.5 17141.5 24651.6 6420.5 
Refined 5455.3 5077.3 8704.8 8075.6 4072.3 
Difference 6453.4 5214.2 8436.7 16576.0 2348.2 
Percent Decrease (%) 54.2 50.7 49.2 67.2 36.6 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (II): 
EVALUATION FOR ZONAL MANAGEMENT 
Each field was divided into two to six sectors with EM and yield variables separately. 
Figure 36 is a comparison of maps produced by Arc View and Surfer. Clarity on both maps is 
equally comparable. While Surfer performs wider range of statistical analyses, the presence 
of query command in Arc View makes it more robust in terms of retrieving information from 
the database for analyses. Deciding on which software to use is then fairly personal. 
Zones 
1 
• 2 - zone 1 • 3 8 rone2 • 4 !tine 3 ~ ne 4 • 5 .__ Xlne5 • 6 o ~ne& 
Figure 36: Comparison of Arc View map (left) and Surfer map (right) for EM partition on six 
zones, W80 field. 
The idea of using management zones is to identify areas regarded uniform in 
characteristics. It was hoped that by examining the fields with different zones, the ideal 
number of zones each whole field should be divided could be proposed. Normally, as the 
number of zones increases, the standard deviation from the averages decreases. Observing 
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this trend across the zones as they increase would suggest that variations of the 
characteristics are tighter, and thus the areas have properties that are more homogeneous. 
Management decisions are then practiced on each zone, treated as though they were separate 
sub-fields. 
EM and Yield 
To illustrate, reports from W80 field on EM partition are summarized in Figures 37 
through 41 and Tables 33 to 37. Yield reports from B40 farm are shown in Figures 42 to 46 
and Tables 38 to 42. Results from subdivisions of the field indicate fluctuations. Optical 
interpretations reveal that zonal maps have better association with the soil delineations 
compared to zonal maps on yield. After all, EM data had been proven in the previous section 
to have better correlation with the soil map units. To determine the number of zones 
appropriate for each field, statistics from the field were estimated. As the number of zones 
grew, the standard deviation did not show a descending pattern from each zone. 
Subdivisions of the zones were unconvincing. Furthermore, the mean values (averages) were 
misleading. Data had very large intervals between the minimum and maximum values for 
the zones. For example in Table 33, the mean for Zone 2 is 8, but the variation in the data is 
huge, with interval ranging from-528 to 99. Its large variance is a sign that the mean of the 
zone is not typical in that area. The management zones approach assumes response to 
averages is regular all over the field (Doerge, 1997). Values of the high and low extremes 
are not taken into account and this puts a limit on the potential of the zones data for further 
analysis. 
Zone management does not include the necessary spatial data of a field. Spatial 
variability is lost through averaging the data. As each field is unique and differs in terms of 
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its spatial attributes, zone management, however, is incapable of handling this aspect. Soil 
electrical conductivity measured through the electromagnetic induction meter is influenced 
by variables sensitive to spatial and temporal changes. Therefore, it is uncertain whether 
mapping zones acquired based on electrical conductivity would align with the actual soil 
properties of the area. How well the management zone technique actually divides the zones 
in a field is still questionable. And the appropriate number of zones to be used still remains 
doubtful. 
Zones 
1 
• 2 
Figure 3 7: Management zones map 
on EM with two zones, W80 field. 
Table 33: Statistical summary of field 
subdivision with two zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 
Sum 364560 20825 
Count 1909 2524 
Mean 191 8 
Maximum 318 99 
Minimum 100 -528 
Range 218 627 
Variance 2092 4423 
Standard Deviation 46 67 
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Figure 38: Management zones map on EM with three zones, W80 field. 
Table 34: Statistical summary of field subdivision with three zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3 
Sum 103803 334840 -53258 
Count 1865 1650 918 
Mean 56 203 -58 
Maximum 129 318 -2 
Minimum -1 130 -528 
Range 130 188 526 
Variance 1239 1354 3908 
Standard Deviation 35 37 63 
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Figure 39: Management zones map on EM with four zones, W80 field. 
Table 35: Statistical summary of field subdivision with four zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Zone4 
Sum 31275 287839 113008 -46737 
Count 1553 1332 1022 526 
Mean 20 216 111 -89 
Maximum 65 318 163 -35 
Minimum -34 164 66 -528 
Range 99 154 97 493 
Variance 755 755 893 4524 
Standard Deviation 27 27 30 67 
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Figure 40: Management zones map on EM with five zones, W80 field. 
Table 36: Statistical summary of field subdivision with five zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Zone4 Zone 5 
Sum -14816 108262 51840 -38054 278153 
Count 63 880 1457 759 1274 
Mean -235 123 36 -50 218 
Maximum -147 170 79 -8 318 
Minimum -528 80 -7 -142 171 
Range 381 90 86 134 147 
Variance 8663 753 589 979 675 
Standard Deviation 93 27 24 31 26 
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Figure 41: Management zones map on EM with six zones, W80 field. 
Table 37: Statistical summary of field subdivision with six zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Zone4 Zone 5 Zone 6 
Sum 4244 -35595 108053 249890 69935 -11142 
Count 1016 486 729 1116 1046 40 
Mean 4 -73 148 224 67 -279 
Maximum 35 -35 186 318 107 -178 
Minimum -34 -176 108 187 36 -528 
Range 69 141 78 131 71 350 
Variance 378 1006 525 516 393 8447 
Standard Deviation 19 32 23 23 20 92 
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Figure 42: Management zones map on yield with two zones, B40 field. 
Table 38: Statistical summary of field subdivision with two zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 
Sum 31144497 21771785 
Count 8901 9744 
Mean 3499 2234 
Maximum 11947 2865 
Minimum 2866 355 
Range 9081 2510 
Variance 277681 189466 
Standard Deviation 527 435 
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Figure 43: Management zones map on yield with three zones, B40 field. 
Table 39: Statistical summary of field subdivision with three zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3 
Sum 18247821 23084221 11584239 
Count 4761 7985 5899 
Mean 3833 2891 1964 
Maximum 11947 3363 2425 
Minimum 3363 2425 355 
Range 8584 938 2070 
Variance 262183 72302 116822 
Standard Deviation 512 269 342 
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Figure 44: Management zones map on yield with four zones, B40 field. 
Table 40: Statistical summary of field subdivision with four zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 
Sum 19457525 9881471 16275732 7301553 
Count 5887 2392 6318 4048 
Mean 3305 4131 2576 1804 
Maximum 3717 11947 2941 2188 
Minimum 2941 3717 2189 355 
Range 776 8229 753 1833 
Variance 47076 332947 45242 86460 
Standard Deviation 217 577 213 294 
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Figure 45: Management zones map on yield with five zones, B40 field. 
Table 41: Statistical summary of field subdivision with five zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 Zone 5 
Sum 5421598 4906030 14573565 15755713 12259375 
Count 3162 1103 4027 5240 5113 
Mean 1715 4448 3619 3007 2398 
Maximum 2055 11947 4030 3314 2703 
Minimum 355 4031 3314 2703 2055 
Range 1700 7915 716 611 648 
Variance 73976 526470 38931 31833 33871 
Standard Deviation 272 726 197 178 184 
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Figure 46: Management zones map on yield with six zones, B40 field. 
Table 42: Statistical summary of field subdivision with six zones. 
Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 Zone 5 Zone6 
Sum 14413904 175989 7577541 10683525 15405327 4659995 
Count 4988 20 1808 4608 4435 2786 
Mean 2890 8799 4191 2318 3474 1673 
Maximum 3182 11947 6430 2604 3833 1994 
Minimum 2604 6701 3834 1994 3182 355 
Range 578 5246 2596 610 651 1639 
Variance 28475 2810542 125799 30002 33800 69107 
Standard Deviation 169 1676 355 173 184 263 
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It was found that yield maps of the same field using two different classification 
methods would produce different maps (Figures 4 7). That is why interpretations from yield 
maps are subjective. Furthermore, selection of different color schemes and yield ranges can 
produce very different looking maps from the same data. Visualizations and analyses on 
yield maps are then personal since it depends upon the experience of the researcher. One 
needs to understand that a certain classification type does not necessarily fit equally well for 
all fields. Moreover, in order for a procedure to be uniform and fit well for all data, standard 
classification methods should be adopted. That is why emphasis should be placed on 
obtaining quality yield data to reduce sampling errors. More needs to be known about the 
sources of variability in yield from these fields. Guidelines in interpreting yield variability as 
outlined by Lotz (1997) can be applied. Variability caused by either human or equipment 
errors, and environmental factors are some possibilities. Misapplication of fertilizer to a plot 
may boost or stunt yield in that particular area. Calibration of yield monitor is equally 
important in ensuring that data recorded are precise. 
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Figure 4 7: Comparison of yield map in 180th Field, Story County, using different 
classification type of natural break (left) and equal interval (right). 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this study was to identify areas where photo pattern and relief were 
inconsistent within soil delineation. Primary visualization elements such as elevation 
contours, landscapes, and soil maps form the bases of interpretation of aerial imageries for 
mapping soil boundaries. Improvements on soil delineation were desired, using EM and 
yield data as checks for reliabilities. A management zone procedure was used as a decision 
support tool to evaluate its potential. 
Map refinement procedures were developed. This technique has proven to be useful 
in achieving its objective. Areas with inconsistencies between photo pattern and relief were 
identified for com and soybean fields in three Iowa counties. Results from EM overlay have 
shown to be regular throughout the fields analyzed. Similar EM ranges have same soil map 
units on each field. Results from yield were less substantial and varied from field to field. 
Yield maps on each field did not prove to be regular as different classification methods 
would produce maps of different patterns. This impacts the use of yield maps as checks for 
reliabilities against soil properties. 
Area estimation confirmed that where differences in mapping of soil delineations 
occurred, the significant amount of the delineations were originally mapped larger than the 
refined areas. Of all the delineations that were refined, less than 12.5% had percent decrease 
of~ 33.3%. Map improvements on soil delineations were distinct. 
Precision farming requires the accurate use of information and knowledge, coupled 
with applications of efficient technology and sound management practice. The latter has 
generated the use of decision support tools. Management zone mapping was evaluated with 
EM and yield variables separately. A major concern regarding the evaluation of management 
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zone in this study is the statistical summary obtained from each field. As the number of 
zones increased, the standard deviation of the variable did not decrease as expected for all 
cases. 
There is great potential for expansion with this technique of enhancing digitized soil 
map. This study could be applied to Color Infrared photos and higher resolution images. 
Other soil data such as particle size and organic content, and including soil test data such as 
pH and available P and K can be used for analyses. Furthermore, this approach can be 
adapted in any other field regardless of its region and country. Since comparisons of EM 
values are within each sampled field, EM ranges are relative to individual field. 
I hope that this application can be used by soil scientists for future field work. The 
identified contrasting areas, especially those with differences of more than 33.3%, can be 
verified again with the GPS. Soils can be examined and identified before updates are made 
to the map. The EM readings can be taken again to check if negative measurements exist. 
Further studies can be conducted to understand the reasons affecting the minus zero readings 
in EM. 
Yield and management zone mapping still needs further investigations before they 
can be used as reliable tools in determining properties of soils, and thus in making decisions 
about management practices. Algorithms in zone mapping software play a crucial role in the 
execution of the program. The program needs not only to function correctly in terms of 
coding, but it also has to be logically sound. As more were being understood about factors 
effecting variability on a landscape, better zoning system can be developed to aid the 
decision making process for a land area. 
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Soil is an evolving entity and there is still a lot to be learned about soil and its 
forming processes that are beyond our comprehension currently. As soil survey is being 
adapted for newer purposes, soil survey methods and techniques will improve in order to be 
useful. The innovation of technology has spurred the growth of research conducted in the 
fields of soil science and agriculture generally. These techniques have enabled soil scientists 
to explore deeper into their fields of interests. For the applications of these technologies to 
be more robust, there is still a need for these skills to be more widely accessible through 
training programs. At the same time, more information about environmental issues and 
sustainability should be disseminated. Education is the first step in contributing towards a 
more sustainable future. 
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APPENDIX: ACCOMPANYING CD-ROM AND DIGITAL IMAGES 
System requirements for CD-ROM: PC Compatible with Pentium® processor; Windows® 95 
or better; 2x CD-ROM drive or better; 640 x 480 pixels or more; High color display (16 bit) 
or above. 
CD-ROM contains figures included in the text and a list of figures with corresponding page 
numbers. 
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